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       It's one thing to make a picture of what a person looks like, it's another
thing to make a portrait of who they are. 
~Paul Caponigro

Photography is a medium, a language, through which I might come to
experience directly, live more closely with, the interaction between
myself and nature. 
~Paul Caponigro

The key is to not let the camera, which depicts nature in so much detail,
reveal just what the eye picks up, but what the heart picks up as well. 
~Paul Caponigro

The influence of mystery is the greatest influence. 
~Paul Caponigro

We always point the lens both outward and inward. 
~Paul Caponigro

Keep alive the fact that a mystery has come into existence and that a
physical being serves as a house for this mystery. 
~Paul Caponigro

I work to attain a 'state of heart', a gentle space offering inspirational
substance that could purify one's vision. Photography, like music, must
be born in the unmanifest world of spirit. 
~Paul Caponigro

I use my music to tune myself. 
~Paul Caponigro

I don't trust any camera you can't make out of wood. 
~Paul Caponigro
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Can you keep your balance? Can you see what and where you are at
any given moment? 
~Paul Caponigro

... the effort, diligence, and care required in practicing must be quickly
suspended when pressure coming from anxiety or a desire for fast
results causes them to degenerate. 
~Paul Caponigro

All that I have achieved are these dreams locked in silver. 
~Paul Caponigro

Seek freedom within action. 
~Paul Caponigro
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